Pride Month - LGBT Resources

For a concise history of Pride Month, the Library Of Congress looks back at the roots of the commemoration, and provides additional resources:

For more information or other reference and collection development assistance, call the Reference & Information Desk at Adriance Memorial Library at (845) 485-3445 x 3702 or (800) 804-0092 x 3702.
Mid-Hudson libraries have material in our collections of interest to the LGBT community that is recreational as well as social and historical.

You can search using any keyword or phrase—or, use designated ‘subject headings’—terms that are used to index similar material... Some of the more common ones are listed below.

Clicking on the word "date", will sort your results bringing the most current titles to the top of the list.
The Advocate and OUT are available to borrow as a print magazines—and are also both downloadable free through our Zinio for Libraries App, with your library card.

In the catalog, you can add the word 'fiction' to your search term if you are looking for a novel to read. search.midhudsonlibraries.org

Here are a few “Subject Headings” to use in the catalog, mentioned above, to help you find results of interest.

- Gays – United States
- Gay Teenagers
- Coming Out (Sexual Orientation)
- Bisexuals
- Homosexuality
- Transgender people
- Parents of gays
- Children of gay parents
- Lesbian couples as parents
- Gay parents
- Same-sex parents
- Same-sex marriage
- Gay adoption
- Gay rights – United States

For more information or other reference and collection development assistance, call the Reference & Information Desk at Adriance Memorial Library at (845) 485-3445 x 3702 or (800) 804-0092 x 3702.